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A crucial 

developmental 

milestone for infants is 

sensory integration and 

pipSquigz has nailed it 

by combining touch, 

sound, sight, and taste 

– a terrific teething 

toy!”
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/pipSquigz_p/391-501.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=03&utm_campaign=pipsquigz


Pipsquiz 
Made of high-quality silicone, pipSquigz connect to any smooth surface with a simple 

push, and pull apart with a satisfying pop. A perfect first toy for baby, each pipSquigz is a 
different playful shape, color, and texture. And they rattle! Thankfully pipSquigz are easy 
to clean and dishwasher safe, because you are going to want to take them everywhere.
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/The_Amazing_Peanut_Ball_p/454-025.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=03&utm_campaign=peanutball


Holds up to 750 pounds
The Peanut Ball, with its inclination toward instability, will strengthen your baby’s core 

muscles, body awareness, balance, and attention. Because of its unique shape, it will roll 
in only one direction, so the instability is moderate, making it a lot less daunting for new 
parents to use. The center of Peanut Ball will hold any rider safe within its contoured 
‘saddle,’ so don’t be surprised to find that this Peanut Ball morphs into a trusty steed for 
older siblings when baby is napping! 

We purchased the 
Peanut Ball to use in our 
home daycare for use in 
muscle strengthening 
and balance. It often 
gets taken by my older 
children to sit on and 
play with as well. It is a 
well liked addition to our 
household!”- Sharon S.
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/The_Amazing_Peanut_Ball_p/454-025.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=03&utm_campaign=peanutball


Hohner Beginner 
Harmonica

Beginner Harmonicas feature the 
same real harmonica reeds found in 
professional harmonicas, but they 
are encased in molded, high-impact 
plastic for safety, so there are no sharp 
metal mouthplates or screws. With a 
simplified mouthpiece and only four 
holes, even the youngest of toddlers will 
be able to produce pleasant tones. 
 

Perfect Starter Instrument

Music provides stimulation important 
for proper brain development. The 
Beginner Harmonica is a perfect starter 
instrument for your budding harmonica 
player and is phthalate- and BPA-free. 
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/Hohner_Beginner_Harmonica_p/538-500.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=03&utm_campaign=harmonica


Indestructible!
Kick it, stomp it, crush it, and the 

Big Oball bounces right back to a 
perfectly formed sphere. A Big Oball, 
with its many finger holes, is very 
easy to clutch and roll. Extremely 
lightweight, you never need to 
worry about a Big Oball face shot 
from a rambunctious toddler. Made 
of silicone, the Oball is lightweight 
and durable; just pop it in your 
dishwasher when the need arises. 

“This is by far one 
of the best balls on 
the market.” MT 
Mama
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/Big_Oball_p/387-106.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=03&utm_campaign=bigoball
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/Bumpie_Gertie_Ball_p/231-021.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=03&utm_campaign=gertieball


Bumpie Gertie Ball
Along with the Oball, one of the best baby balls is the specially-textured Bumpie Gertie Ball. With 

its soft, baby-friendly knobs and its squishy, slightly sticky texture, the Bumpie Gertie Ball is super-
easy to catch and throw. Babies love the squeezable bumps and easy-to-grasp feel, while parents 
appreciate that Bumpie Gertie Ball are always light and gentle, which makes them ideal for indoor play. 
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/Bumpie_Gertie_Ball_p/231-021.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=03&utm_campaign=gertieball
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/Air_Power_Soccer_Disk_Light_Up_p/592-592.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=03&utm_campaign=airsoccer


Light it up - Wear ‘em Out!
Designed for older children, the Air Power Soccer Disc can also be a resource for your wobbly-legged, 

non-stop dynamo. Because it actually hovers on a cushion of air, it takes very little effort to send it 
spinning across the room or patio. And the Air Power Soccer Disc’s cushy outer rim safely protects 
furniture, walls, and siblings while allowing great rebounding action.
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/Air_Power_Soccer_Disk_Light_Up_p/592-592.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=03&utm_campaign=airsoccer
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/FirstBIKE_Racing_Balance_Bike_p/634-bike.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=03&utm_campaign=firstbike


Best Glider on the Market!
Made of a high-tech frame that is weatherproof 

and doesn’t scratch, splinter, swell, or rust like 
wood or metal frames, the FirstBIKE is extremely 
lightweight (just 8 pounds), strong yet flexible, and 
very durable. 

Includes:
• Safety grips on handles 
• Sealed industrial wheel bearings 
• Hand-controlled, rear drum SafetyStop™ brake
• Distinctive seat provides downhill stability
• World-renowned Schwalbe Big Apple tires
• Front and rear mudguards 
• Reflective stickers 
• Height adjustments with the turn of a knob

FirstBIKE comes with a 
lifetime warranty on both 
the frame and the fork, 
and a 5-year warranty on 
everything else.
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/FirstBIKE_Racing_Balance_Bike_p/634-bike.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=03&utm_campaign=firstbike
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/Wahoo_The_Perfect_Puppy_p/327-wahoo.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=03&utm_campaign=wahoo


Best Seat in the House
From his endearing marshmallow-shaped eyes, to 

his ground-hugging, sausage-shaped body, Wahoo 
is the perfect puppy for your active toddler. But 
Wahoo is not just for idle sitting; he is made for 
bouncing, jumping, and, for the more coordinated, 
leaping! Made of super-strong vinyl, Wahoo has no 
weight limit, so if dad can fit, dad can ride! Wahoo 
can be an ideal companion for working off excess 
energy as well as a restful place to sit during family 
read-alouds. 

The Wahoo has a bright future at our 
house! Older kids we’ve had over enjoy 
playing with these and racing them 
across our carpeted basement too.” - 
Sunflower Seed
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/Wahoo_The_Perfect_Puppy_p/327-wahoo.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=03&utm_campaign=wahoo


We love this product! Our son has 

Down Syndrome and I am always 

on the look out for “therapy” toys. I 

found this and love it!” - Mamaof4
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/Kikou_Wizz_Popping_Pegs_p/586-410.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=03&utm_campaign=kikouwizz


Exceptional Learning Toy
Tap the three colorful little birds to see them bob, or push a bit 

harder and watch them leap out of the nest. Returning the wooden 
Kikou Wizz birds to their homes will encourage your baby’s eye-
hand coordination, and retrieving them after they have flown the 
coop will burn off a little pre-nap energy!
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/Kikou_Wizz_Popping_Pegs_p/586-410.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=03&utm_campaign=kikouwizz


Winner of Over 30 
Awards! 

Wedgits is one of those rare 
finds. A multi-dimensional 
building set, Wedgits pieces 
fit perfectly together without 
interlocking help. Most children 
are immediately drawn to 
the sturdy plastic pieces and 
eagerly explore the various 
stacking, nesting, and balancing 
patterns. And when they run out 
of their own designs, they can 
take advantage of the 48 design 
cards included. 

Wee Wedgits
Now even your youngest can 

benefit from this open-ended 
manipulative masterpiece. 
These rubber-ducky-soft, 
nontoxic, polyvinyl blocks with 
rounded edges lend themselves 
to stacking in traditional or even 
unusual ways. Because there is 
no peg to fall on, Wee Wedgits 
are far safer than the traditional 
stacking rings on a peg that our 
children grew up with.
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/Wedgits_20_Piece_Tote_p/845-878.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=03&utm_campaign=wedgitstote
http://www.timberdoodle.com/Wedgits_20_Piece_Tote_p/845-878.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=03&utm_campaign=wedgitstote
http://www.timberdoodle.com/Wee_Wedgits_p/845-882.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=03&utm_campaign=weewedgits
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/Wee_Wedgits_p/845-882.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=03&utm_campaign=weewedgits
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/Day_and_Night_p/203-120.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=03&utm_campaign=daynight


Day and Night - Toddler Thinking Skills
Logic for toddlers? Day and Night Logic 

Game is a charming game of logic using 
colors, shapes, and silhouettes. Each 
challenge is incrementally more difficult 
than the last and is geared for your 
child’s growing and developing thinking 
and motor skills.

 The twenty-four vibrant Day cards 
clearly indicate where each colorful piece 

should be stacked. The more advanced 
Night cards show only silhouettes. Day 
and Night focuses on developing your 
child’s visual sequencing and spatial 
problem solving. For ages eighteen 
months to four years.
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/Day_and_Night_p/203-120.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=03&utm_campaign=daynight


This is a great sturdy toy 
that is perfect for quiet 
time. A great value too!” 
- Phobo
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/Goki_Color_Sorting_Board_p/862-862.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=03&utm_campaign=goki


Teach Them to Think
This heirloom-quality, German-designed educational tool will keep busy 

fingers occupied for hours as your children try to arrange the colors and solve 
the fifteen pattern cards. The Goki Puzzle Board’s beautiful wood finish makes 
the task of sorting pleasurable. Superb for visual discrimination and fine-motor 
skills practice, the Goki Puzzle Board adds the additional skill of thinking ahead. 
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/Goki_Color_Sorting_Board_p/862-862.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=03&utm_campaign=goki
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/Bunny_Peek_a_Boo_p/203-119.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=03&utm_campaign=bunnypeekaboo


A 3-D Puzzle for Young 
Children

Bunny Peek-a-Boo is a delightful 
brain game for your two- and three-
year-olds. As they arrange the large, 
sturdy wooden blocks and lovable 
bunny to match the cards, they will 
develop the critically necessary skill of 
3-D spatial perception, important for 
reading and mathematical reasoning. 
Bunny Peek-a-Boo includes sixty 
challenges printed on individual cards. 

“This is a very 
clever product!” 
- Phobo

“I love this toy!” 
- Molly
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/Bunny_Peek_a_Boo_p/203-119.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=03&utm_campaign=bunnypeekaboo


Everyone in our family 

loves these! We can 

build actual things 

(like buildings) but we 

can also just create 

contraptions that 

can spin and roll and 

twirl.” - Ang
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/SmartMax_Extreme_Set_p/203-600.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=03&utm_campaign=smartmax


Our Most Attractive Kit 
SmartMax Magnetic Discovery Building Sets include exceptionally powerful magnets permanently 

encapsulated inside chunky, multicolored bars. What sets SmartMax Extreme apart from mediocre 
jumbo magnet sets is not just their excellent design but more so their colorfully illustrated guide. There 
are toddler-appropriate experiments and lots of models to imitate. 

Versatile and Intellectually Stimulating

The models will test your children’s dexterity as well as their creative thinking skills. Because 
SmartMax magnets can carry up to sixty times their own weight, designs stay together better yet 
come apart with a gentle tug, so there are no pinched fingers or frustrated builders. Appropriate for 
one- to six-year-olds.
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/SmartMax_Extreme_Set_p/203-600.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=03&utm_campaign=smartmax


“Like everything 
from Haba this 
set is extremely 
durable and made 
to last. The wood 
pieces are smooth 
and wonderful to 
handle.” - Molly D.
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/Haba_Smart_Fellow_Pegging_p/720-735.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=03&utm_campaign=smartfellow


Smart Fellow Pegging
Smart Fellow Pegging is a breathtaking addition 

to the celebrated HABA line. Utilizing eighteen 
furniture-grade wooden pieces painted in joyous 
circus colors, Smart Fellow Pegging is more 
than just a pegging game, it is an extraordinary 
construction set for your tiny thinkers. 

Smart Fellow Pegging gently leads your toddler 
through the challenges of creating a 3-D model 
from a picture. 

Destined to be a family favorite, Smart Fellow 
Pegging is a brilliant blend of thinking and 
building, and is perfect for ages two to six.
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/Haba_Smart_Fellow_Pegging_p/720-735.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=03&utm_campaign=smartfellow


“After getting Hugg-a-Planet for the 
children to share there was an epic 
battle every night over who got to sleep 
with it. So we got one more and bought 
Baby Hugg-a -Planet for our 18 month 
old. They all love them and use it to play 
ball and learn the continents.” - Jenny
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/Baby_Hugg_A_Planet_p/179-234.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=03&utm_campaign=babyhuggaplanet


Colorful Cloth Globes 
Every home needs a globe, but if your home is 

full of lively children, the standard globe may not 
be up to their buoyant nature. In that case, these 
colorful, informative globes will do nicely. Not only 
are they practical, but Hugg-A-Planet globes are 
incredibly durable and machine-washable. 
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/Hugg_A_Planet_s_World_Globe_p/179-229.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=03&utm_campaign=huggaplanet


I bought the Jumbo 

Bananagrams mainly for my 

3 year old to learn her letters 

and start forming words, but 

my other two kids, 6 & 8, love 

them too. Great product!! Very 

happy with it!!” - Heidi S.
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/Jumbo_Bananagrams_p/237-238.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=03&utm_campaign=jumbobananagrams


 

Bananagrams for Toddlers?
Yes! Oversized Jumbo Bananagrams tile are each a substantial three-

inch indestructible square, so it is safe even for your little guys. Your 
child can match tiles, locate a particular letter, or, to really challenge his 
auditory memory, find a short series of letters. Turn the tiles over and play 
a memory game, put the tiles in alphabetical order, or spell simple words. 
Once you get started, you will be astonished at all that you can do with 
Jumbo Bananagrams. And the best part? Due to their size and soft vinyl 
composition, you know your toddler is safe while she plays. 33

http://www.timberdoodle.com/Jumbo_Bananagrams_p/237-238.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=03&utm_campaign=jumbobananagrams


 Our most POPular Book!
Poke-A-Dot! Who’s in the Ocean? teaches children that 

counting is not a silly chant, but has meaning. This unique 
popping-dots book lets kids track how many sea creatures 
are on each page–every time they touch one, a bubble 
pops. The chunky board book is perfect for smaller fingers, 
and the buttons can be popped easily and repeatedly.

http://www.timberdoodle.com/Poke_A_Dot_Ocean_p/234-564.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=03&utm_campaign=pokeocean


Books Built for the Way Babies Read
Parents of infants have enough to worry about without trying to 

safeguard their baby’s reading material. Chew-proof, rip-proof, and 
non-toxic, Indestructibles are built for the way babies read! Made of 
incredible paper-like material for your baby to hold, grab, chew, pull, 
and bend, Indestructibles can handle it all. Bright and swirling with 
color, these wordless books allow parents’ stories to be as rich as the 
artwork. 
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/Indestructibles_Set_of_Four_p/569-150.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=03&utm_campaign=indestructibles


“I got this for my 23 month old to 
keep him busy while my 5 year old 
does school. So far I’m very pleased 
with it. He loves the chunky animals 
and the dowel is easy for him to hold 
and thread through the animals.” - Jen
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/On_the_Farm_Threading_Game_p/720-720.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=03&utm_campaign=threadingfarm


On the Farm Threading Game
Imagine how much fun your toddler will have 

threading these large, chunky farm figures on the 
wooden needles. Introduce the templates and he will 
learn to sequence the beads, being attentive to both 
size and shape. Made of beech wood in Germany, the 
On the Farm pieces are so stout and chunky, your 
children will enjoy them as play figures, too. For ages 
eighteen months and older. 
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/On_the_Farm_Threading_Game_p/720-720.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=03&utm_campaign=threadingfarm
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/Educo_Colorback_Sea_Turtle_Bead_Maze_p/745-750.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=03&utm_campaign=seaturtle


Swimming with Possibilities!
Of all the magnetic bead mazes we 

considered, the Colorback Sea Turtle Bead 
Maze will give your family the best dollar 
value. The vibrant graphics of the Colorback 
Sea Turtle promote color identification, 
matching, language, and listening skills 
with a fine-motor activity that promotes 
concentration and balance. Colorback Sea 
Turtle has abundant educational value for 
ages two to five years old.

I think this is one of those 

toys that will last for years 

thru several children then be 

kept for when little company visits. 

Nice well made toy.” - Mary B.
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/Educo_Colorback_Sea_Turtle_Bead_Maze_p/745-750.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=03&utm_campaign=seaturtle


“These little animals are adorable...and chewable! But that’s 
part of the fun because this toy is completely safe. It is perfect 
for a three-year-old who thinks everything is her “baby” and 
great for even younger children. It’s amazing how much a tiny 
little kid can remember...” - Customer
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/Little_Memo_Game_p/586-300.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=03&utm_campaign=littlememo


Memory Game For Toddlers
Djeco’s Little Memo is a delightful game that introduces 

memory skills to toddlers. Nine rubber ducky-soft, vibrantly 
colored animals are placed in the center of the table. Children 
close their eyes while a parent hides one of the adorable animals 
beneath the brightly decorated bush box. Who can guess the 
missing animal? Little Memo is for two to four children ages two 
and older.
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/Little_Memo_Game_p/586-300.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=03&utm_campaign=littlememo


It’s All About Jesus
If you want an insightful children’s Bible 

storybook, where the overshadowing story is 
Jesus, the Jesus Storybook Bible does it nicely. A 
masterpiece for family discussion, the concepts 
reflected in this storybook Bible are firmly 
grounded in Scripture and will help your children 
to see the presence of Jesus throughout the entire 
Bible.

I have read this book 

to my kids and they 

love it but when I 

read it out loud I get 

choked up sometimes 

because of how 

profoundly the author 

communicates the 

love of God. ” - MamaJ
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http://www.timberdoodle.com/The_Jesus_Storybook_Bible_p/079-179.htm?utm_source=giftcatalog&utm_medium=03&utm_campaign=Jesusstorybook


For You -  
and Your Church

If your family has fallen in love 
with the Jesus Storybook Bible, 
then the Jesus Storybook Bible 
DVDs will delight you. Far more 
biblical and Jesus-centered than 
dancing vegetables or chubby 
bugs, this series contains 44 
stories lifted from the original 
Jesus Storybook Bible. Each 
story is beautifully narrated by 
British actor David Suchet and 
the simple, clean animation 
matches the original vibrant 
and quirky illustrations. If 
your church, woman’s group, 
or family Bible study uses 
videos as babysitters, the Jesus 
Storybook Bible DVDs would 
make an excellent gift. 
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